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ROLVENDEN REVOLUTION

An interesting new level crossing design 
is first installed where the Kent and East 
Sussex Railway crosses the A28.

HACKING THE RAILWAY

Britain’s railways weren’t affected by 
the recent worldwide cyber attack, 
although Germany wasn’t so lucky.

CLEVER CANTILEVER

Alstom’s new catenary design for 
electrification projects is lightweight, 
simple to erect, and CLever.

proofed!Future
Settle-Carlisle reopens 
13 months after a major 
landslip at Eden Brows.



Why Haigh Resourcing?
Our high-profile, experienced management team fully understands market requirements, 
provides a hands-on approach to each and every client requirement and always ensures that 
each colleague is handpicked for their expertise and track record of safety and delivery.

What we do
Labour
Our reputation for the supply of multi-disciplinary labour in the rail industry is second to none.  We 
supply highly qualified permanent, temporary and contract personnel including Safety Critical 
Staff, Skilled Labour, Tradespersons, Machine Operators and Project Engineering disciplines.

Civils 
We offer a fully managed, fixed-price delivery service, providing a turnkey labour, plant and 
materials solution for our clients’ projects. Services include: earthworks, steel reinforcement, 
bridge replacement and repairs, troughing works, confined-space works, drilling and grouting, 
core drilling, reinforced concrete construction, formwork, brickwork and masonry and UTX and 
URX construction.

De-vegetation
We have a highly qualified team of skilled and qualified personnel and are able to undertake 
de-veg works on behalf of clients. Our de-veg teams are available 24/7 for both planned works 
and emergency call-outs. Typical projects include: enabling works, vegetation clearance, leaf-fall 
clearance, landscaping, arboriculture, vegetation surveys and ecological mitigation.

Full UK Coverage
Operating from locations in the Midlands, North West and North East of England, we are able to 
effectively cover most of the UK.

Haigh Resourcing delivers rail resourcing solutions 
throughout the UK, from labour supply, engineering 
personnel and safety-critical staff, through to pricing 
and managing package civil engineering works.
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